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A great deal has been written in recent
times about the impersonal nature of the sci-
entific literature. In an oftquoted aphorism,
Sir Peter B. Medawar, cowinner of the 1960
Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine, suc-
cinctly termed the literature “a fraud. ” 1
Scientific papers, with their cold, detached
recitation of procedures and data, often mis-
represent or completely omit the processes
of thought (and the blind alleys) that accom-
panied or gave rise to the work. In the rush
to publish and assimilate ever-increasing
amounts of research, this shortcoming is of-
ten lamented but rarely addressed. Scientif-
ic discoveries, however, are always irdlu-
enced by human emotions and personal per-
ceptions, and it cannot be otherwise.

Whether or not there is room for feelings
in scientilc discourse-especially in the for-
mat of a published paper in a scientific jour-
nal-may bean arguable point, but feelings
are undeniably important in our personrd and
professional lives. This essay is not the fo-
rum to explore why the public expression
of feelings seems to be regarded as appro-
priate for the novelist, say, or the features
writer of the local newspaper, or even the
politician-but not for the scientist. But I
hope that the growth of scientific autobiog-
raphy will provide scientists greater op-
portunities to express themselves and to
show themselves as other than cold, exclu-
sively rational and logical creatures-like the
character Mr. Speck in “Star Trek. ”

My friend Robert L. Brent has never had
much difficulty about expressing hk feel-
ings. He is the Louis and Bess Stein Pro-
fessor of Pediatrics and chairman of the de-
partment, and professor of anatomy and ra-
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diology at Jefferson Medical College,
Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Last October, at a celebration
of his 35 years at the college, he spoke elo-
quently about his childhood, the mentors in
his life, and his family. The entire occasion
was a moving experience for the hundreds
of friends and colleagues present.

Seventeen months earlier, Bob gave a
graduation address on a related theme at the
University of Rochester, New York. Like
the presentation at Jefferson University, a
main theme of hls talk was his urging the
audience to attempt to strike a balance be-
tween professional aspirations and extmpro-
fessional relationships (such as one’s fami-
ly and friends). Having read a transcript, I
find that there is one section of his gradua-
tion address that still echoes in my mind
from time to time: “I urge you to invest
much of your energy into your personal
lives. There is no perfect marriage and no
perfect interpersonal relationship. These re-
lationships improve with the effort to under-
stand each other’s views and respect each
other’s feelings. For remember that feelings
are never wrong. Feelings are never
wrong.”3

Robert L. Brerit: A Short W]ography

Bob Brent is the foremost authority in the
world on the effects of radiation on the hu-
man embryo and on the causes and preven-
tion of congenitrd malformations. His re-
search specialty is teratology-that division
of embryology and pathology dealing with
abnormal development leading to deviations
from the normal body conformation or
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structure. Bob has continued these studies
over a period of 40 years, applying this in-
formation into a practical method of evalu-
ating radiation risks to the embryo, with the
majority of his over 200 published articles
expressly on this subject. He has given over
800 lectures to universities throughout the
world and has served as a consultant to nu-
merous industries, governmental agencies,
and foreign countries.

Robert L. Brent was born in Rochester,
New York, on October 6, 1927. He received
his AB degree from the University of Roch-
ester in 1948 and his MD (with honors) from
the University of Rochester Medical School
in 1953. In 1955 he was awarded his PhD
from the University of Rochester Graduate
School in the area of radiation biology and
embryology.

Bob’s early research history clearly re-
flects his interest in radiation biology. He
was a research associate at the University
of Rochester in the Department of Genetics
and Embryology for the US Atomic Energy
Commission project during the years
1947-1953. From 1955 to 1957 Bob was
chief of the Department of Radiobiology at
the Wafter Reed Army Institute of Research,
Washington, DC. His continuing association
with Jefferson Medicaf College began in
July 1957, with his appointment as associate
professor of pediatrics. Currently serving as
professor of pediatrics, radiology, and anat-
omy and as chairman of the Department of
Pediatrics, Bob was appointed distinguished
university professor last year.

Some of Brent’s awards and honors in-
clude election to Sigma Xi in 1954; the
Richie Memorird Prize in Obstetrical and
Gynecological Research in 1953; the Career
Award, National Institutes of Health, in
1%2 (thiswas relinquished when he became
chairman of pediatrics at Jefferson); the
Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foun-
dation Award for Distinguished Teaching,
1968; and selection as a Royrd Society of
Medicine Traveling Felfow, Marshall Lab-
oratories, Cambridge University, UK,
1971-1972. He has also been a sponsored
lecturer in the Far East by the Japanese Min-
istry of Health, the Yondata Corporation,

and the Japanese Teratology Society in Ju-
ly 1983; and by the Bureau of Health of the
People’s Republic of China and the United
Nations World Health Organization in a se-
ries delivered in the cities of Taiyuan, Quin
Huang Dao, Tianjin, and Beijing in May
1986.

Brent has used his expertise to deaf with
medicolegal issues in medicine and, in par-
ticular, in the field of birth defects. He is
an authority on the role of the expert witness
in the courtroom.4-T His writings on the lit-
igation crisis and its causes and solutions
have made him a prominent spokesman and
frequent lecturer on medicolegaf matters. A
case in point was his involvement with the
Bendectin controversy during the 1970s and
1980s. Bendectin was a drug used by preg-
nant women to control morning sickness,
and its use occasioned a spate of lawsuits
alleging that the drug caused birth defects.
Bob was instrumental in showing that the
alleged teratogenicity of Bendectin had no
scientific basis.s- 10

Bob’s research work over the years has
uncovered many of the mechanisms that
cause teratogenicity. Indeed, he and his
teams found indications that the first day of
embryonic development is the most sensitive
stage to embryotoxic agents—not only for
radiation, but for other environmental drugs
and chemicals. 11-13It should be said here
that Bob is a strong advocate of the use of
animals in medical research and that many
of his important discoveries and break-
throughs in the field of teratology lJ-19
would not have been possible without animal
experiments. The results of his animal re-
search frequently take Bob from the bench
into the field of health policy; for example,
his work proved the lack of teratogenicity
of progestin-like drugs in producing cmtgen-
itaf heart disease and limb-reduction de-
fects.zo,z1 Without the use of animrd mod.
els in his research, many children would not
have benefited and instead would have been
needlessly denied a chance at life.

Since overexposure ‘to radiation during
pregnancy may be an indication for termi-
nating a pregnancy, an informed decision to
do so often requires a consultation with s~-
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Robert L. Brent

cirdists like Brent. He has counseled over
2,000 women from all over the world, many
with radiation exposure, and in most in-
stances has reversed other physicians’ and
counselors’ recommendations that pregnan-
cies be terminated-thus literally saving
hundreds of babies from umecessary abor-
tion. At the dinner in his honor, we were
addressed by the mother of a daughter he
had saved from a therapeutic abortion. It is
ironic that Bob should admonish us never
to let patients or experiments interfere with
our family commitments, since he has man-
aged to combine a flourishing family life
with a career that has afforded Km not ordy
the respect of his peers, but the adulation
and gratitude of thousands of patients
throughout the world.

I had never known that Bob has saved so
many lives of pre-bom individuals. Rather,
I thought of Bob as the ultimate expert on
teratology, since he serves as the editor of
the journal of that name. Teratology was
founded 22 years ago and has fulfdled the
expectations of all concerned. Speaking of
the journal-Bob has been elected three
times to the post of editor-in-chief and has

helped make that journal one of the top 10
most-cited journals in the field of develop-
mental biology and the premier journal in
the field of experimental teratology.

Along with teratology, medicolegal is-
sues, and the responsibilities of scientists to
their families, another of Bob’s concerns is
with alcohol and smoking addictions. He has
pursued with vigor no-smoking policies and
has widely published warnings for the haz-
ards of both tobacco and alcohol.zz,zs He
firmly believes that legal addictions are the
forerumers to illegal addictions and that
both types of addiction can be harmful to
the fetus.

Bob has had a direct comection with
ISI@, having assisted in developing and
writing the program for the Research Alertm
(formerly ASCA@ and ASCATOPICS8 )
search program for the topic of teratolo-
gy.’2l The topic of teratology and its con-
nection with thalidomide was discussed in
a previous essay .25 In the public’s mind,
thalidomide was the ultimate expression of
the problem of abnormal fetal development
induced by an external environmental
influence.

Last May, Thomas Jefferson University
and the Alfred I. dupont Institute, Wilming-
ton, Delaware, announced the formation of
a partnership for the development of expand-
ed pediatric programs in patient care and for
research education for medicaJ students, res-
idents, and practicing physicians. 26 Bob
was named director, Division of Develop-
mental Biology, at the institute. For over a
year now, he has been visiting the institute
twice a week as part of the agreement be-
tween the two organizations.z7 His exper-
tise will no doubt be an asset in the expan-
sion of pediatric research at the facility.

In the reprint that follows,’2s Robert and
Lillian H. Brent have written an article that
expresses beautifully sentiments that apply
not only to physicians, but to all scientists
and scholars. Lillian received her BS in En-
glish at the University of Rochester and her
ME in the psychology of reading at the Tem-
ple University Laboratory School. She has
been a reading specialist in the Abington,
Pennsylvania, school system for 20 years.
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Subsequent to this paper’s publication in
1978, the themes expressed have been ex-
panded into the most popuktr elective course
at Jefferson Medical College under the title
“Personal problems of physicians’ ‘—a
10-week course given to sophomores. The

paper’s message is still immediate and
appropriate,

*****

My thunk.s to Peter Pesaventofor his help
in the preparation of this essay. . ,m ISI
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Medicine: An Excuse from Living

This physician and his wife have a message
of importance for students and their famil-
ies and to all physicians who use their pro-
fession as an excuse for neglecting the more
important tlthtgs in life. Although the talk
has been delivered by the physician, the
content is a cnfrnirmtionof interactions be-
tween both authors.

Robert L. Brent, M. D., Fh.D.
Professor and Chairman of Pediatrics

Jefferson Medicaf College, Philadelphia

LWan H. Brent, B. A., M.E.
Reading Teacher, Abington, Pem.

In the following article, Robert L. srrd Lillian H. Brent explore the necessity of balancing one’s professional aspira-
tions with the just-as-important interpersonal relationships with fsmity snd extraprofessional friends. The Brents’
assessment is that the scientist’s family should have priority over the profession.

❑ Each yeat since 1966 I have addrcxacd the first

year medical students at the Jefferson Medical
College during Orientation Week with a presen-
tation entitled “Medicine: An Excuse from Liv-

,,
ing, ad each new CISSS has heard variations on
that tbernc. J.rsterestirrgfy, for the frrst xcversl years
I had difficulty with the titte: the students Iistcd
it erroneously on the program as “Medicine: An
Excusefor Living. ” Appsrentfy, it was difficult
for them to accept or believe the real title.

fn spite of the maturing experience that medical
education offers mdlcal students, xome slip
through untouched. I have received many inter-
catifrg comments about tlris presentation from both
students and physicians. One physicists informed
me that I did not understand the role of a good
physician, for his best friends were his patients.
This statement was a reflection of his own scriorrs
family problems and an exploitation and distor-
tion of the doctor-patient relationship. A student
visited me after the freshtnan orientation some-
what disturbed, because he had come to medical
school prepared to” sacrifice” his life to the pro-
fession and he was quite unprepared to hear a fac-
ulty member tell him that there were other, more

important thhgs in life. After mirrirnal contact
with this student, there was no doubt that he need-
ed emotionrd counseling.

The most positive resfmnsc has come from the
wives of physickurs. One wife told me that she
placed a summary of this tafk on the buktitr hoard
of her kitchen. Her physician-husband was out-
raged and immediately dispatched the surrunary

to the trash can.
It is sad to observe how so many physicians

have tormented personrd lives when they, more
than anyone else, should be able to obtain the
greatest rewards from their own intcrpcrsortal re-
lationships. 1-5

Every year I tell the medical students that the
presentation is directed to the wrong audience.

(171wtmtiom by LkIvU W H.rb.ag3)

Parents may become overprotective of the student and
ovsrlook indiscretions or failures to contribute to the

family because he “has to study. ‘‘

It really should be directed to the sfdtmts’ parents,
spouses, and children, for it is because of resprnt-
sibilities to them and their needs that a physician
may exaggerate certain aspects of his professiorrsl
life to the detriment of his family. Furthermore,
other members of the family unit would bc much
quicker to perceive that the adoption of some of
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One of (he benefits of being a physician can become a

ltabiiiry to the fmily.

these concepts [is] essential for their growth and
survival and they will have a greater willingness
than the students to aher the style that is adopted
for one’s professional life.

It is interesting that one of the benefits of be-

ing a physician can become a liability to the famil-
y. For the M.D. degree provides:

Intellectual stimulation
Flexibility and independence
Maturing educational experience
Choice of locale and position
Excellent financial compensation
Direct service to people in need

With a large number of prospective physicians,

trouble begins with tlds last asset, namely, Be-
ing of~ervice. For some individuals, being of ser-
vice can become a mwhanism of escaping from
very important responsibilities, namely, the re-

sponsibilkies to one’s parents, spouse, and chil-
dren. I am certain that many of the students en-
tering medical school consider their professionrd
responsibilities to be the most impxtant part of
their lives. Furthermore, many of the parents of
medical students have reinforced the concept that
the study of medicine has first priority in their
households. This is where we shall disagree, for
the thesis that I put forth is that becoming a gad
doctor is, relatively speaking, an egocentric al-
though respectable goal, and that the mast difi-
cuft and nrost important accomplishments in life
are the development of giving rekztionships with
other human beings, be they spouse, parents, chil-
dren, or friends.

If you compare the rewards of developing sna-
ture personal relationships with the attainment of
excellence in the medical profession, certainly the
rewards are greater and quicker from one’s pro-
fession.b,~ I firmly believe in devoting significant

time and energy to the development of mature in-
terpersonal relationships, in spite of the meager
recognition and long-term rewards; when things
go wrong at the interpersonal level, the anguish

and heartache are measurably greater tftan you will
ever experience from disappointments in your pro-

fession. There is no comparison between not ob-
taining a desired internship, failing to make AOA,
or not receiving an award and going through a
divorce, having a runaway child, or seeing indif-
ference, anguish, hate, or disrespect in the eyes
of one of your grown children.

Knowing that your spouse or child has love and
respect for you is a reward that is unequaled. To
emphasise this point, I apologize for using a very
personal experience.

My eldest son graduated from medical school
and his first assignment as an intern was on the
@iatric intensive care unit. During the first week
in Jrdy, five children died in that unit, several of
whom were his own patients. July 9th is his rrmth-
er’s birthday and he sent her the following poem
from 2,(KM miles away:

What gift can I give you
On this birthday? You have

Pain in your shoulder. In
Darker moments you have

Sighed and said
Two-thirds of my life are over

Your children are scattered
Your womb gone. Nature’s trick

So strong in you to gather
And protect, nurture and

Help us bloom like flowers
Yet now, in your Indian Summer

We seem to turn from yelIow dandelions
To white, evanescent hairs

Emanating from a seed
Floating where?

Where has your love, your tears
That caring water gone?

Swaflowed by a hungry
Seemingly ungrateful earth

The surdight of your warmth
May seem at times reflected back

Unfelt, unchanged

And yet, did you know
That when I put my hand

On a crying child’s head
Whispering ssssh

It is you whispering softfy
Rocking him close to my chest

That love that 1 feel for a wide
Eyed baby that I never saw before

That is your love for me
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For sorrss physicirm.r, being of service can become an
escape porn the irrrportom responsibilities to parents,
spouse, and children,

This I can take anywhere, and
Give anytime so tikd am 1

With this love. I arts so grateful

If you take this, my thanks
For your birthday gitl

I hope that it will give you
Some peace. It has for me.

Love, David

1 believe the poem speaks for itselfi the nur-
turing of responsible and loving interpersonal re-
lationships yields rewards that are immeasurable,
unequafed.

How does the profession of medicine become
number one in an individual’s or farrsily’s list of
priorities? It is easier in medicine than in any other
profession. Lay individurds, including the famifies

Evahratkos of Person,

of mcdieaf students and physicians, place the care
of the sick in a special category. In afl likelihood,
this speciaf pcdeatsd for medicine is a projection
of orrc’s own concern over his heafth. parents msy
become overprotective of the student and overlook
indkcretions or failures on the part of the student
to contribute to family functions because he or
she’ ‘has to study.” Everyone has to be quiet be-
cause Melvin is studying. Melvin’s father cuts the
grass because Melvin is studying. Soon Melvin
learns he can get out of anything because he is
studying. Melvin’s wife gives up her education,
recreation, friends, and vacations bwauae Melvin
is interning. But even more importantly, their in-
terpersonal relationship fails to mature because
be is immersed in his training.

The children may never see him at dinner hour,
at their aehool concerts, or at parents’ night. But

children have ingenious methods of paying back
parents for lack of concern and love.

Litde by little, with everyone bending and twist-
ing their lives so that Melvin can become a doc-
tor, he intuitively learns that MS studies and med-
ical responsibilities can be used to defer other re-
sponsibtities, whenever and wherever he chooaea.
Some physicians will usc their irtdkperrsability to
patients as a way of li~e and the loved one can be
made to feel guifty about taking the doe~or away
tiom a sick patient. It’s a rare family that wilf have
the assertiveness to place their needs above the
life or well-being of a patient.g The exploitation
of guib is the physician’s method of suppressing
the goafs, aspirationa, and needs of other memhrm
of the family unit. Here are some examples that
anyone can rcxognize:
● Physician Dowdler-He is in the hospitaf cof-
fee shop two or three times each day and is seen
frequently tafking in the balls, but never geta hotw

urd Profwzionat Gnsfs

Mature Interperwmaf ExceUenee in one’s
Refationatdpa profession

Namre of relationship Prirnardy giving Primarily narcissistic

Rewards primarily long term, if any Multitude of short terns-prizes,
honors, money

Recognition Meager Exaggerated (personaf and
cornrnmrity)

Importance Key to progress in any cufture Important

Impact when things go wrong Overwhelming-anguish, heartache Disappaintrnerrt

Importance of responsibility primary Irsspmtant, but may k a
mechanism for eseaping one’s
prime rssparsibtlity

Table 1
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hefore 8 P.M. (because he doesn’t really start
working until 4 P. M, ). He doesn’t want to be
home and he has the perfeet alibi-he is saving
lives,
● Electronic F’ediw”ciarr-A real physician who
established multiple electronic devices so that he
would be on call 24 hours each day, seven days
a week. He is telling his famify where his priorities
are.
● The Out-of-Town Academician-He can never
refuse a speaking engagement and magnifies the
importance of each commitment that takes him
away from hk primary professional and family
responsibilities.

There is no simple answer for the overcommit-
ted physician and his family. There are several
reasons why a physician will choose this path, but
most of them involve deep-rooted personality
characteristics which are not changed by one lec-
ture or article. One might ask, “Are there any
preventive measures?”

Somewhere early in our development as phy-
sicians, the matter of family vs profession has to
be considered and deaft with. This can be done
through frequent discussions between family
members where everyone’s needs are evaluated,
considered, and appropriately satisfied. Let’s put
it another way: trot onfy are afl physicians created

equal, but spouses and children, too.

I am sure there are some of you who would be
willing to debate the stand that I have taken, i.e.,

that the family should have priority over the pro-
fession. Others will consciously agree yet uncon-
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Knowing that your spouse or chifd has 10VESand respect

for you is a reward that is unequaled.

sciously place prime emphasis on their profession-
d lives. However, you cannot dkagree that the
family should establish reafistic goaJs for afl its
members, Included in these goals should be the
@Jtest professional goals. There is no reason why
:he goals of the entire family earmot be satisfied;
Iris cannot and will not materialize without the
wakttion that they exist and without constant
mrmnrrnication among aJJ members of the family.

It is for all of us to constantly evafuate the di-
rection of our efforts, making certain that neither
family nor professionid responsibifities are ne-
glected. Oood luck to ail of you in achieving this

ielicate balance for no one should have an ex-
mse from living. CID
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